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Tiivistelmä
Outsourcing is not a new term in the business environment. Outsourcing one or some functions of the company will support to reduce cost, enhance competitive advantages and in some cases, will help to enter new consumption markets. There are two important factors that outsourcing can support the successful of businesses: one C “cost” and one P “place”. Placing new plants or factories in the cheaper places will help to be optimal of using raw materials, deploying cheaper labor cost and delivering to customers faster and more convenient.

Finland has many good products, some of them have the world reputation. However, the price of those products is still high even in the local market. Researching and making the decisions of outsourcing business operations to other low-cost manufacturing countries is one of the rival management decisions at this moment. Vietnam is the new factory of the world with below analyzing points will be the one of destinations. This thesis mentioned not only the potentials of the market, but also the business opportunity of the abundant populated country.

Pulp and paper industries account for two-thirds of the total production value of the forest industry. This industry has the big opportunity to outsource their business to Vietnamese market. The thesis will focus on researching the specific products and Finnish companies to recommend the way of doing business and how to manage supply chain to get the most advantage for this decision.
So, Vietnam had to consider how its Vietnamese IT industry supply chain would fit into the global supply chain. What Vietnam decided on was accomplishing this through varying stages of production being associated with different sourcing arrangements. Currently, many of Vietnam’s imported electronics components are sourced from China, Japan, South Korea, and Taiwan with high tariffs. Vietnam offshoring and outsourcing contract manufacturing. Vietnam offshoring and outsourcing contract manufacturing services are a late comer to the global supply chain destination stage. Introduction Vietnam textile and clothing industry has a long tradition and history. From hundreds of years ago, women of the country knew sericulture, and by now, Vietnam textile and clothing industry has established itself as a prominent industry in Vietnam. Vietnam’s domestic market demands are also growing powered by young aged consumers, increasing urbanization, and growing disposable incomes. Vietnam is attracting major international brands. Country’s retail sales are rising at a rate of 20% annually, and spending on apparel is the second highest category in Vietnam, following closely behind spending on food items. They produce for foreign brands as outsourcing partners, which makes it vulnerable to global fluctuations. Most of garment manufacturing factories in Vietnam are OEM/ODM enterprises catering to foreign brands. Paper Industry Cation Styrene Surface Sizing Agent Purity 30% In Paper Industry. US $520.00-$650.00/ Ton. 1 Ton(Min Order). 2,003 vietnam paper industry products are offered for sale by suppliers on Alibaba.com, of which paper chemicals accounts for 1%, paper product making machinery accounts for 1%, and paper processing machinery accounts for 1%. A wide variety of vietnam paper industry options are available to you, such as new. You can also choose from none, egypt, and india vietnam paper industry, as well as from manufacturing plant, hotels, and building material shops vietnam paper industry, and whether vietnam paper industry is 1 year. There are 1,207 suppliers who sells vietnam paper industry on Alibaba.com, Term Paper Vietnam, a prominent future of US outsourcing and offshoring In the last decade, many major corporations and small companies in the United States relied heavily on outsourcing and offshoring to foreign countries such as Vietnam. According to U.S consultancy group, Vietnam ranks as one of the ten most attractive offshoring and outsourcing destinations in the world. IT companies are constantly under pressure to produce software products more efficiently within tight budgets. Vietnam’s outsourcing agenda was aimed to greatly reduce labor costs, manufacturing or production expenses, an Using Business Process Outsourcing in Vietnam to expand to new markets. 7 Mistakes to Avoid When Hiring Software Developers in Vietnam. Importer of Record. Vietnam e-commerce market size and trends in 2019. With its 97 million residents and an increasing number of Internet users, Vietnam is attractive for many online retail businesses. According to the 2019 Global Digital Report released by We Are Social and Hootsuite in January 2019, an average Vietnamese spends 6 hours and 42 minutes a day online. The Ministry of Industry and Trade issues the license, and all foreign companies must have it before importing goods to Vietnam. If you wish to import to Vietnam on a grander scale, read our previous article on how to start a trading company in Vietnam.